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point of observation: New-Hampshire,Carroll, comity,
town: Eaton (south), 1 silo east fro.s East. Madison.

For about 6 ninul

liminous pbjectc
Iron SW to W, with equal distance between each,in line.
First and second- luninosity of a bright star and size
of a large star, novriing slowly; third object •- pulsating,
eiiitting sane luninosity as the first 2, changing into
brigt red with every pulsation. All disappeared fron our
observation after 6 fiin. 3ta2assnsGota22^. behind the
nountains. Wo sound. The speed could be coiapared to a
low, at ciho.se range flying conventional aircraft.

Tmo ninutes after this sighting a nornal airplane passed
over our heads, giving us the opportunity of conparing
almost immediately the two visions. This craft obviously
had no connection with the sighting if you consider the
timing and angles of observation. The pmlsation of the
UFO was entierly different froa the interchanging
red/white lights of the plane.

10 minutes later, following the sreig direction, West-Korth,
the' pulsating object cane into sight again, this tine alone,
and disappeared behind the hills after 2-3 sin. of observation.

utes By wife and nyself observed g
g noviiif?; low over tho horizon (20 )
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U.S. Watching It Closely;
May Be of Soviet Origin

WASHINGTON, Feb. 10.~(AP>-~U, S. tracking
stations have detected an unidentified abject circling
the earth in a polar orbit* and it **raay be offtawiaa
ertfttt" the DefeaseDepaftmeatsaid today,
^ • - * '•- . * - ^ * -* • .»ii.jM> Wii

A Mystery
Satellite in

Polar Orbit
An announcement said the

object iias been under obser
vation "/or some time," but
did not indicate how long a
period that was.

Scientists at the British ra«
jdio telescope at Jodrtll Bank
said they knew of no satellite
sent aloft by the Russians re-
icently. They also said they
jiiave no informal ion on any
-new satellite around the
:poles

Moscow Silent
i There \va>- no word from
•Moscow, eit:i?r. Efforts of
jWestern newsmen to run
jdown clues there, were fruit*
•less. The Russians almost al-
Iways have trumpeted their
!major space probes—that is,
,successful one-;.

j The Defense Department
iannouncement said the mys-
Iterious object is being kept
under consla.it surveillance.
I The object is orbiting over
{the poles —• the orbit that
|would be desirable for any
jtype of 'seeing eye" satellite,
mystery satellite was first
noted by the Navy operated
space surveillance network.

It described the object as
"slightly smaller"' than six
carrier rockets used to place
Air Force Discoverer satellites

The Pentagon said the
into orbits arouqgtfhe poles.

Red Space Vehicle?
Today's announcement was

the first official hint that the
Soviets may have launched a
space vehicle in a polar orbit.

Rusiia's Sputnik XII still
circles the earth, as does Lu-
nik lif. Luuik I and Pioneer

IV are expected to orbit the|t\ S. Discovertfr-carner rock
sun indefinitely. ets of which six are ;: .* jn

The Pentagon said that(orbit in a somewhat similar
about one dozen man-made path.' .'
objects moving about the! The Navy-operated "SPA-
earth in various orbits are be
in* monitored. All of these
objects—satellites and space
exploring vehicles were pre
viously reported from the
I nited States and Russia.

In addition to objects pre
iously announced," the

1'entagon said, 'U. S. surveil
lance operations have for
><>me time been monitoring
one in near polar orbit/'

The Pentagon statement
Has issued soon after publica
tion that military quarters

a

SUR" (space surveillance!
fence, which nrst pickM up
the mystery object. *• ' nds
across the southern {..»;: of
the United States. Also ships
at sea in both the Atlantic and
the Pacific regularly carry on
the tracking observations to
provide a network designed,
as the Pentagon has said, "to
assure that passive or silent
satellites will not be alio tc
orbit unnoticed o\. •• the
United States."

The "SPASL'R" system in
cludes stations at Jordan Lake..
Ala.; Ft. Stewart. Ga.; Silver!
Lake, Miss.; Gila River. Ariz I
Elephant Butte. N. M.. and;
Brown Seals. Calif., in the*
West. |

The estimate that the mys
tery satellite is slightIv
smaller than a V. s. Discov
erer rocket gives this basis 101

AF Says Ifs Kot
Discoverer IX

INGLEWOOD, Feb. 10.
—<t?PI>—The Air Force
ballistic missile division to
day said the strange new
satellite detected in polar
orbit couldn't be one of its
Discoverersatellites.

Air Force officers here
said "there is positively no
chance that this tg Disco*,
crer IX."

The Discoverer IX.
launched from Vandenberg
Air Force Base, Calif., lost
corannuUeatioiM with the
greua4 an* radar reports
»*#**d the MtelUte failed
to achieve oreit.

were buzzing with talk of
i military satellite.

U. S. STATEMENT
!' In this rumor stage, there
, were reports the object was
far heavier than anything the
United States had put up—

•perhaps weighing as much as
15 tons,.

! Th£ text of the statement'possible size:
i issued by the Pentagon: } The Discoverer carrier!
j ••Questions have been di-|rocket is 19.2 feet long and!
;reeled to the NASA (Nationalise feet in diameter and1
Arronautics and Space Ad-weighs 1.400 pounds at burn-!
ministration! and the Defense!out. Its e iertah1e capsule

;Department concerning the.wigh.* 300 pounds
jeffectiveness of U. S. space- _.
surveillance operations andji
the characteristics of one}
orbiting object heretofore not*
publicly reported.

'For some time these sut-
veiliance operations have
been continuous and give
practical assurance of ability
to pick up orbiting objects in
the earth's vicinity.

IN SOUTHERN U. S.
"Currently about a dozen

man-made objects moving
about the earth in various
orbits are being monitored.
In addition to objects pre!
viously announced these in
clude one in near polar orbit
which we have been watching
for some time which may be
of Soviet origin. This object
is slightly smaller than thj

2 Sec. I—£>.3P.£x&!imirr Thund«y. Ffb. 11. \n:.ca:+*

How Satellite
Was Detected



B&v j&tea: Fair today, tonight
and tomorrow. Slightly cooter
tonight.- High temperatures
Thurtsta, 56 to 62; lows, 38 to
45. Northwest winds 10 u>
20 m.p.h.
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Serial r» Ft* CAi-Mfefe

I WASHINGTON, Feb. 10-American trackingistatefl.; have found amysterious satellite circling Z
earth In a nearly polar orbit, the Defense Depart.
incut announced today. "»pan-
. Umay be asecret Russian "moon, ' the Defease
lament said. The satellite is passing oveSe
JUnited States in an orbit) - -
ithat would be desirable'
[lor a "seeing eye."

Speculation immediate-
ly arose that the mysterious j
object might fee the "fantas-!
^ **^°0" ih9t *wiet Pre- j

tinier flJffeHa Khrushchev 8aid
the Rt?slia»g were develop-

i-in&last month.

4 Defense Department
spokesman said this was not
believed to be the case, hut, --- -~ ——l i*ai-
he admitted that the u. S.! dent Eisenhower donned

.does not know what the rays- a white safety helmet andfriou. object really is W rig|/ ~ ™«
H-BOMB launching pads today to

A the tJm€ of Khrush-.see for bfanself whaHhe
.chevs announcement, scien iTni^w «*.# • , ?Osts Speculated that the new! J^^^tes «* d«tf»g in
| Soviet weapon miaiit be a e rocket a«d space race.
(hydrogen bomb tbtt would The President mariP fh*
orbit the world and could be ;tour at (he he\Z 0 *dropped on any target bv a f "ei^ni ot d

Iradio signal /rom the ground corkroversy in Congress
I The Defense Department i^hlVf^o ^^
,'.?ave out only, a little infor-'p the United Stated and
jmation, some of that not; Russ»a- He called Iri&frip
true, and it admitted the ex-P'very worthwhile "
Wence of the satellite only • Mr. EiSMh(Wer ; fQ.

See Page *, Col. 2 3h hour, among many of

ke Inspects

issife Sites
CAPE CANAVERAL,

Fla.. Feb. 10 <3»*_pres{.

. - a:.
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A Russian 'Spy'?

U. S. Finds Mystery Satellite
Continued from Page 1

after newsmen found out;
about it from other sources, j

The Pentagon's statement!
said: j

"Currently about a dozen;
man-made objects moving I
about the Earth in various
orbits are being monitored.
In addition to objects pre
viously announced, these in
clude one in near polar or
bit which we have been
watching for some time,

which may be of Soviet ori-t
gin. This object is slightlyi
smaller than the U. S. Dis-|
coverer rockets, of which |
six are now in orbit in a I
somewhat similar path."

19 FEET LONG

The Discoverer carrier
rockets are 19.2 feet long, 5
feet in diameter and weigh
1400 pounds, not counting
the fuel.

The Discoverer satellites,
all fired from Vandenberg
AFB, Calif., are the only ones
known to have been put in
polar orbits. However, in
formed persons were quick
to point out that there are
not six of them. There were,
but five plunged into the
atmosphere and burned up
long ago. Only Discoverer
Vni. sent up last November
20, is still in orbit. Most of'
the others stayed up for 15
to 30 days.

A Defense Department
spokesman said the mysteri
ous object was probably,
"garbage"—the space scien-!
tists' term for the portions j
of a rocket that go into orbit I

along with a satellite. How-,
ever, a top space scientist
told The Chronicle that all
the "garbage" from the Dis
coverer shots has been ac
counted for.

'NOT DISCOVERER'

At Inglewood, Calif., the
Air Force Ballistic Missile
Division said the new satellite
could not be one of the Dis
coverer satellites.

One theory being investi
gated was that the mysterious
object might be a section of j
the Soviet Lunik III rocket,'
which took a photograph of!
the other side of the moon I
last October. I

The Defense Department i
said the Navy's space surveil
lance "fence." which extends ;
across the southern U. S.J
found the satellite. j

This "fence" is a string of
radar stations extending from
Fort Stewart, G«., weit to
Brown Field, near San Diego,
Calif. It is there specifically
to detect any secret satellites
that may be sent up.





U.S. Planes

Arrive With

Depth Bombs
BUENOS AIRES, Feb. IS

I(UPI)—Argentine naval and;
air forces have trapped a
second mystery--* submarine
—this one apparently un
damaged—in Golfo Nuevo,
the naval ministry said to
day.

The announcement coin
cided with arrival of two
U. S. Navy planes loaded
with modern antisubmarine
equipment designed to bring
the mystery ships to the sur
face or "kill" them.

ARGENTINA'S navy is
racing against an approach
ing storm, whipping up the
toast from the Straits'«
Magellan, which might give
the subs a chance to escape.

The naval ministry cofc-
firmed reports a second sab-
marine had sneaked into the
40-by-20-mile bay on Argen
tina^ Patagonian coast.

It said one of the subs was
"apparently damaged," but
the other appeared to bo
operating normally.

U.S. PLANES brought in
depth charges, sonar, buoys,

i, flares and other modern
antisubmarine equipment.

But it is a question
whether the new suppliers
can reach the scene before
the storm breaks.

Commercial fishermen re
ported sighting the second
sub earlier this week, but
the naval ministry did not
confirm it until today ;

R«ds Get Heavy Gum
BERLIN, Feb. 13 (UFI)—

Communist workers' combat
units in East Germany are
being equipped with heavy
weapons, it was reported
llast night by the Weat Ber
lin "Information Bureau
West."
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U.S. Stations
Keep Watch
Of Movement

WASHINGTON (UPI) —
American tracking sta
tions have detected a mys
terious object circling the
earth in a near polar orbit
and are trying to deter
mine whether it is a secret
voiceless Russian satellite,
it was announced last
night.

In a polar orbit circling from
pole to pole, a "seeing eye" sat
ellite could cover every part of
the earth revolving under it.

SIZE INDICATED

The Defense Department said
the object has been observed for
some time and "may be of So
viet origin." It was described as
slightly smaller than the six
U.S. Discoverer carrier rockets
which are now in orbit "in a
somewhat similar path." .

Another theory also being in
vestigated was the possibility that
the orbiting object might be a sec
tion of the Soviet Lunik III rock
et which took a photograph of the
moon's far side last October.

A Defense Department spokes
man said the object probably
was "garbage" — a term used
by spa** scientists for portions of
a .satellite rocket that goes into
,ibit but is not connected with
the-instrumented satellite itself.

*ffie\ department emphasized
that die object was not believed
to be a "secret weapon," or to
be connected in any way with So
viet Premier Khrushchev's recent
reference to a "fantastic weap
on" being developed by the Rus
sians.

ROCKET STAGES

The Defense Department said
aboot a dozen man-made space
objects now are being monitored.
These include the last stages of
various satellite launching rock
ets which go into orbit themselves
after separating from their* scien
tific payloads.

As of today seven U.S. satellites
are known to be orbiting the
earth. Russia's Sputnik III still
circles the earth, as does Lunik
III. Lunik I and Pioneer IV are
expected to orbit the sun indef
initely.

As far as is known, the Soviets
have fired no earth satellites in
a polar direction, eliminating
the possibility that the object
could have resultedifrom an an
nounced Sputnik launching. How
ever, the Russian lunar rocket

(See SATELLITE, Page 10-A)

S4jeil/7£-

(Continued From Page 1-A)

might have gone into orbit in
any direction.

The Lunik III rocket, was,
scheduled to return toward the[
earth after passing around the!
moon. Lunik III was fired Oct. 4,j
and the most recent Russian re
port was that its payload was
still in a giant orbit around the I
earlh. I

But the possibility of a "dark"
or "secret" satellite also was
being discussed. The nation
launching such a satellite pre
sumably would have ways to
track it and obtain information
from it. Such data would not be
available to any other country.

The mysterious object was de
tected by a "fence" of six radar
stations set up across the south
em part of the United States last
year under the direction of the
Naval Research Laboratory.

The stations are designed to in
sure that silent satellites — that
is, those without internal tele
metering radio or one whose ra
dio is inactive — will not be
able to orbit unnoticed over the
United States.

The announcement said the net
work would be capable of "ob
taining certain types of scientific
data from such silent satellites."
The stations are at Jordan Lake,
Ala.; Fort Stewart, Ga.; Silver
Lake, Miss.; Gila River, Ariz.;
Elephant Butte, N.M., and Brown
Field, Calif.

The announcement indicated
the object is about the size of the
second stage of a Discoverer sat
ellite rocket, which is 19.2 feet
long and five feet in diameter.

This gave no indication of its'
possible weight, since the radar
readings would not determine
whether the object was of light
or heavy material. They also
would not show whether the car
rier was hollow or filled.
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Is It Soviet 'Spy? ^vU*^'^

Dark Satellite
Poses Mystery
WASHINGTON CS>)-A dark satellite that the Pentagon said mav hp nfSoviet origin tumbled through space today in an orbit o^2ry ItTZ^ovtl

the poles was one that would be desirable for any type of Sng ev?' sdIcp
spy. Moscow was saying nothing about it. g ye Space

At Jodrell Bank in England,
scientists at the British radio
telescope said they knew of no
satellite sent aloft by the Soviets
recently and that they have no
information on any new satellite
around the, poles.

Here's al^ that's known about
the mystery object, according to
the Defense Department:

It appears to be in a near polar
orbit. It is dark and is probably
less than 19 feet long. It is silent,
as far as U. S. monitors are con
cerned.

But American space scientists
have not ruled out the possibility
that the satellite could be sending
messages if triggered by a remote
receiving station in the Soviet
Union. However, these scientists
have learned from experience
tha t.itis difficult to receive sig
nals from a space vehicle tum
bling in orbit, as this one appears
to be doing.

Advertisement

Scientists at Britain's Jodrell
Bank also said they so far have
no plans for tracking the uni
dentified satellite.

"If we were asked, we would
consider it in the light of other
experiments being conducted
here," a spokesman said.

Navy tracking stations first
spotted the object about three
weeks ago, but the Defense De
partment said nothing about it.

There was no official comment
until after word was publicized
Wednesday that the Pentagon was
buzzing with "what is it?" specu
lation.

American scientists quickly
eliminated the pssibility that the
space traveler was one of the
known American or Soviet satel
lites which had been launched in
a generally east-west orbit.

They did not rule out the
possibility that it could be a part

Advertisement

of Soviet's Lunik III that took a
picture of the far side of the
moon last October.

Six U.S. Discoverer satellites
have been fired into polar orbits.
The only one of them still circling
is Discoverer VIII, launched last
Nov. 20 from Vandenberg Air
Force Base, Calif.

Navy trackers who keep a con
tinuous watch on all space ob
jects said they knew the where
abouts of the Discoverer rocket
casings—and that this object was
not one of them.

The only indication of the mys
tery satellite's size came in the
Pentagon's comment that the ob
ject is slightly smaller than the
Discoverer carrier rockets. These
carrier rockets are 19.2 feet long
and 5 feet in diameter, weighing
1,400 pounds at burn-out. Their
ejectable capsules weigh 300
pounds.

Advertisement

Get Free Information
AU about Long Distance moving at

Terminal Van Lines office, one block
5°^™ rf Webb'*' 325-9th St. South, Ph.

17-5577 or 7-7182.

ESTATE DIAMONDS
30 DIAMOND PLATINUM WATCH, 15
•tewels. used. $60; Diamond Masonic Ring
«/„ P1?tinum Top Double Eagle, 525;
2% Carat Diamond Platinum Setting, Sac-
mice. «275. Call at 35 Fifth St. Na.

Holiday Coupe
Handsome 1957. Oldsmobile '88* Holiday
Coupe, nicely equipped, plus radio and
heater, just $1395. This and other won
derful values in the Classified Auto
Columns today.
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SOURCE; NEWSDAY, Long Island, Hew York* February 12, 1960

•WHATNIK' SPy# SAYS OENERALj U.S. DISAGREES

Washington (UPIl •- The mysterious truck-sized object now cir
cling the earth Iprobably is a Russian satellite sent up to spy
on the Pnited States, a former Army research chief said yesterday.

The Defense Department, on the other hand, said the satel^jlit is
tumbling end-over-end in such a way that the Soviets could tot
control it or get information from it.

U.S. tracking facilities still were seeking more information, howf
ever, and had not discounted the possibility that the Soviets sent
the object to gather scientific or military information*

The "spy" theory was offered by Lt. Sen. James M. Gavin fret) in
Los Angeles. Asked about the object, he said " the headline •Big
Brother Is Watching You' probably wouldn't be far from wrong•"

Defense Department officials held to their original statements
that the object probably was not of a military nature^ and was in
no way connected with the "fantastic new weapon" Soviet Premier
Khrushchev boasted about recently* The department released add
itional information on the staeliite yesterday and estimated it
would continue its near-polar orbit for several /months.

Meanwhile* Air Secretary Dudley C.Sharp said it looked to him as
though the object is a casing left by an early Discoverer experi
ment launched by the U.S. Sharp said in Columbus,' Ohio* that he
based his view on the close resemblance between the size of Ex
plorer casings and the mystery object* Yesterday, the Pentagon
said the object is slightly smaller than Discoverer carrier rockets,
which are 19.2 feet long and.5 feet in diameter*

In London, Prof. Alia Masevloh, a visiting Soviet scientist, said
she doubts the unidentified object is of Russian orisrin. "I have
heard nothing about this," she told newsmen*

Other theories held that the "Whatnik" could bes 1* The result of
a secret Russian launching that went awry* 2. Part of the assembly
Russia used to photograph the far side of the moon last Oct. 3.
The final-stage booster from one of several other space shots,
either Russian or American.
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HINT 4 OTHER SATELLITES

Washington, Feb. 12 (Hews Eureau). * The mystery satellite in near-
Polar orbit, dubbed "Lonesome George," may have three or four little
brothers also of unknown origin, up there in space.

Prof. Welter Houston of Kansas State University said the Manhattan,
Kansas moon watch station was asked by the""Smithsonian Institution j
several, months ago to watch for from "four t^ six" mysetry Objects
in orbit. One was sighted last summer extremely high. *« J

Houston thinks the objects are U.S. satellites whose radios f£$JLed
to function. -, \

r
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MYSTERY SOLVED^ SATELLITE IS OURS

Washington (UPI) - The '"mystery satellite" circling the earth
^Ia-a~ polar^r^It apparently is an American^launched object an
'ijot any Soviet saying device after all.

^aulty^readingsttof; delicate radar tapes were Mamed today for
previous suspicions that the voiceless satellite was of Russian
origin,possible a "seeing eye" tp spy on this country. The Defense
Department said jsesterdiy- the object, first reported two weeks ago,
"most.probably" is the ejection/capsule from America's Discoverer '

^ V satellite launched^lasjritugy 13, The capsule was designed for ,
r;0^^e^.,\and_was ejected from the rocket, nut neverr reentered
tftV Stfcspfrere. b'-

l

Largest error in the radar readings was the initial Feb. 16 state- )
raent that the ,ystery objeet was about 19 feet long* It actually w
is j^nly three by two feet,.the size of the Discoverer capsule, '
Defense officials said a few faulty readings could have caused
the error. The object at first v/as thought to be a rocket cylinder
tumbling through space, they said, and when the size now believed
correct was shown, it-was thought the cylinder was pointed tpward ^
"the earth* The radar readings are recorded on tapes Itj the'Mavy's .\')
space surveillance system and, subsequently are magnified on a screen
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n*:i.T*.&' * Li/ 71 LLITJ '>lLI! VI D !J. L. ROCKET ' /

,^A^ li.GrTOSi, Feb. 24 (Ap) - 'Aie defense Department thinks .It
has solved the mystery of the mystery satellite: it's prob
ably part of & discoverer rocket that was supposed to come1'
beck to earth but didn't*

i / , . •

The department said yester/Wr It ca'nc to jbhis conclusion
a^tto-eont!iHriiHt'''stu^ ,by/K&vy end iiir t-j^roe tracking sta
tions. fifte e^fcence of the silent satellite, tumbling in*
p nearly to^i^orbllj, \ias announced Feb. S* ' -

\ r;tt<.A~. ,!,„„ ^i*.«^U '•*.». ,.i li.ii _r. . .... * .• ^There was jtach speculation about It* Including theories
that it wtf|; a Russian spy satellite or thcC itxwas a tiny
natural moofa nobody- had ever noticed before* rtussia denied
licvin^ anything to do with it. ;.'"-. .

BJICTFD OAP '̂OLK sfhe Defense department announcement Y^ifefc ^
erday said "It Is believed this vehicle most -probably'J^NS* «>
the ejected recovery capsule of I'iscoverer ¥> launched I^ttf> *
Polar orbit In August, 1959. %/

"This capsule was. prografted: to be ejected downward and back- ^
ward by a retro-rocked which imparts to the capsule a velocity5
of about 1,300 to 1,400 feet per second with respect to its
carrier rocket." < " " V: .> •>.-, "" •:

"It is known that the•LiscovertavV- aspsulc wra@ ejected. j.owevei$j
the carrier rocket probably we$-$0t in the proper position for
ejection toward the earth. The^aijargy imparted by the retro-,
rocket was such as to provide an ^rbit similar to that of the
unidentified satellite." ^

ihe government has tried several times to orin^ these-capsulos
back to earth after, putting them in orbit with carrier rockets.^
One is believed to have returned to earth, but it was never
found. ^ -


